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Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1999
 The Tcl/Tk best-seller, now completely updated for Tcl 8.2 and the Tcl Web Server!  

 Tcl/Tk 8.2 is the first scripting language that can handle enterprise-wide integration tasks that encompass Windows, Solaris, Macintosh, and other key platforms. Now, in this fully updated Third Edition, Tcl/Tk development team member and best-selling...
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Windows For Tablets For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2013

	Just for you--Windows 8 from the tablet user's perspective


	If you're an experienced Windows user, you don't need a guide to everything that Windows 8 can do, just to those tools and functions that work on your tablet. And so here it is. This new book zeros in on what you need to know to work best on your tablet...
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Beginning Windows 10: Do More with Your PCApress, 2015

	Beginning Windows 10 takes you through the new features of this amazing new operating system, revealing some of its surprising capabilities, and helping you customize it to suit you. Whether you are new to Windows, or you want to get up to speed with the latest features and changes, this book has everything you need to get started.
...
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Advanced .NET ProgrammingApress, 2002
This is a book about getting the best out of .NET. It is based on  the philosophy that the best approach to writing good, high-performance, robust  applications that take full advantage of the features of .NET is to understand  what's going on deep under the hood. This means that there are chapters that  explore the .NET internals...
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eBay Photos That Sell: Taking Great Product Shots for eBay and BeyondSybex, 2004
"I've been an admirer of Dan Gookin since he wrote DOS For Dummies     and spawned the For Dummies phenomenon. He takes things to a new level     with this amazing and much needed book on practical product photography. Use his     advice and you'll simply make more money. Highly     recommended."
     —John C....
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Look Both Ways: Help Protect Your Family on the InternetMicrosoft Press, 2006
Learn the 14 ways in which you can help make the Internet a safer place for you and your family. You teach your children to look both ways before crossing the street. You tell them not to talk to strangers. But do you really know how to teach them to safely use the Internet? In this book, Linda Criddle, a leading child safety expert, offers a...
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Integrating Macs into Windows Networks (Network Pro Library)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Integrate Macs seamlessly into your Windows network


	These days, almost every Windows network must include Macs--and not just as second-class citizens with limited connectivity, but as full members of the network. Covering Mac OS X Snow Leopard and Windows Server 2008 R2, Integrating Macs into Windows Networks shows you how...
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The Poison Paradox: Chemicals As Friends and FoesOxford University Press, 2005


	To appreciate the dangers and the risks from chemicals of all kinds it is

	necessary to understand how, when and why they are toxic. This falls

	within the field of toxicology and is what this book is all about.





	I was encouraged to write the book by Dr John Emsley, who is well

	known for his popular science books on...
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Secure Programming Cookbook for C and C++ : Recipes for Cryptography, Authentication, Input Validation & MoreO'Reilly, 2003
Secure Programming Cookbook for C and C++ is an important new resource for developers serious about writing secure code for Unix® (including Linux®) and Windows® environments. This essential code companion covers a wide range of topics, including safe initialization, access control, input validation,...
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Managing Humans: Biting and Humorous Tales of a Software Engineering ManagerApress, 2007
Managing Humans is a selection of the best essays from Michael Lopp's web site, Rands In Repose.  Drawing on Lopp's management experiences at Apple, Netscape, Symantec, and Borland, this book is full of stories based on companies in the Silicon Valley where people have been known to yell at each other. It is a place full...
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SAP GRC For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Governance, risk, and compliance—these three big letters can add up to one giant headache. But GRC doesn't have to be a boil on your corporate behind. SAP GRC For Dummies untangles the web of regulations that confronts your company and introduces you to software solutions the not only keep you in compliance, but also make your whole...
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Hacking a Terror Network: The Silent Threat of Covert ChannelsSyngress Publishing, 2004
From a counterterrorism perspective, discovering terrorist communication networks
and methods is extremely important.Terrorists have demonstrated the
capability to exchange messages that vary from archaic (using human couriers)
to technologically advanced using “virtual dead-drops.”The popular press is full
of...
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